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HATRED: AN ANALYSIS THROUGH THE WILL TO POWER 
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Sree Sankaracharya University of Sanskrit 

Kalady, Ernakulam, Kerala, India 
 

The reality always witnessed different dichotomies. Masculine-feminine, good-evil, rational-emotional are some of them. 
Between the dichotomies one is highlighted at a time and the other is marginalized. When it comes to the reason-emotion dichotomy, 
metaphysics always favored reason over emotion. Likewise, being is posited over becoming.  Reason is praised by great philosophers 
like Plato, Kant, Hegel etc. for Plato reason is that which controls emotion. In his famous chariot analogy, he compares passions as 
chariot and reason as that who controls the chariot. And he defines emotions as lower a secondary to reason. For Kant, no emotion is 
important. His moral philosophy is deontology (duty for duty’s sake), where moral laws are categorical imperative.  Emotion has no 
great role to play in it. Hegel also discusses his absolute idealism on the basis of reason only. For him, ‘real is rational’. The whole 
process of Hegel’s dialectics is based and on reason.  

 
But both emotion and reason are equally important in a human being’s life. This paper intents to discuss about emotions more 

in detail and its underlying connection to reason, with respect to the Nietzsche’s concept of ‘will to Power’. The will to power is 
Nietzsche’s one of the most renowned concepts. 

 
Will to power is not the will simply to do something or will to not will. It’s the driving force for achievements, ambitions, 

and striving to reach the highest possible position in life. The will to power is neither good nor bad inherently. It’s the basic drive, 
some sort of power it could be said, found in everything and everyone, but one that manifests itself in many different ways. its two 
forms are active and reactive.  The philosopher’s will to truth; the urge to seek truth is a form of such a will to power.  While the artist 
channelizes his will to power in to will to create.    Everything, be it organic or inorganic, in this cosmos expresses its will to power in 
different ways starting from its routine stuff to extra ordinary deeds.  The will to power and emotions are connected in such a way that 
it has a significant role in our manifestation or display of emotions. A being can show innumerable states of emotions. Among these, 
this paper analyzes one of the emotions; especially ‘hatred’ or ‘hate’; with its constructive as well as destructive outcomes with respect 
to the will to power acting behind it.  

 
‘Hatred’ is so far treated as a negative emotion. what makes it negative is sometimes the outcomes of hate, especially the 

destructive kind of hate which is directional. In most cases, Hate is intentional. It’s always pointed towards someone or something. 
Hatred is mostly connected with destruction, annihilation, elimination and chaos. There is an ‘other ’needed in hate. Hatred in its 
subtle form, genuine. The act of hate is so bona fide and real.  Hate is an autonomous choice. Its deliberation is out of free will and 
conscious volition.  
 

Aversion, revenge, rage, contempt, abhorrence, loath share similar connotations with hate. But they differ in their calibre, 
traits and propaganda. It’s interesting to know that there’s a mathematical calculation works in hate.  It’s grounded on a give and take 
economy. The calculative part is related more over to the revenge part. For example, someone’s deeds make him abominable in your 
mind. You may be always keen to do the same back to him. If the circumstances are in favor and the person is strong enough 
emotionally, then the reciprocation will take no time. Here, the reciprocating act would be instinctual and spontaneous. There is no 
deep hearted hostility involved in such an act. On the contrary, there are such hatred situations where one is unable to react 
immediately. The weakness of that person makes him wait for the right moment to react. In such situations, hatred is aggregated, deep 
rooted and an old one. The deep hearted hostility is rather more dangerous than the immediate one.  Nietzsche writes in Genealogy of 
Morals that the instant spontaneous act of reciprocation is Active will to power while the deep patience to fight back is reactive will to 
power. Christianity and asceticism hold on patience and weaknesses. It urges to be patient and impotent and not to react immediately. 
They find God as their savior who will revenge back to one’s foe. The resentment actually destroys its bearer too. Herman Siemen’s 
paper ‘Nietzsche and the philosophy of hatred’ discusses the will to power and hatred is connected in such a way that there occurs; 

1) The type of the will; grudge or goodwill, brutality or leniency. 
 2)   conditions of the will; corresponding to moods, 
 3)   by experiences; joy, courage, hope and despair, 
 4)  dual acts corresponding to anger and rage. Siemens elaborates these points and he explains hate occurs twice in these 
constituents. Once together with love joy, hope and courage and once in dual act of rage and anger. In dual act, first act is to 
gather the hatred secondly to the periphery in order to destroy. Here hatred is identified as an energy source in which energy is 
stored up and concentrated prior to its release in destructive acts come out of rage. Yet hatred need not to be destructive. He 
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exemplifies that the Greeks were successful in channeling hatred to other creative forms like ambitions and healthy 
competition.no matter hate is always a creative will to power. Either it becomes a manifestation of active will to power which 
eventually give birth to agonal hatred inter pares and reactive hate which is the ressentment of the slaves. 
 
The active agonal hatred inter-pares is a healthy spirit. It’s a creative expression of hate. Rather than destroying something, this 

type of hate is energy booster of the active will to power. The power which is a sports spirit. Nietzsche deconstructs hostility and all 
other taboos related with it. To Nietzsche, no human being is good or evil. The World becomes bad for two reasons; weakness or 
powerlessness and pessimistic attitude. The moral hatred makes the world ugly. The active and affirmative notion of hatred lies in 
‘honor to enemy’. Here is a quote from ‘war and warring people’ from Thus spoke Zarathusthra, where zarathusthra addresses his 
warrior brothers with these words: “You are ugly? very well, my brothers! 
Take the sublime mantle about you, the mantle of the ugly! 
And when your soul grows great, it grows arrogant and, in your sublimity, there is wickedness. I know you well! 
In wickedness, the arrogant one meets the weakling. 
But they misunderstand one another I know you well. 
You may only have enemies to hate, but not enemies to despise. You must be proud to your enemy. Then the success of your enemy 
will be your success too.” 
 

         Here hatred is expressed as a warrior’s task. He is not ugly and his hatred is not a product of moral hatred, or impotence, but 
from his strength. Nietzsche in Zarathusthra takes the position as “hatred from the position of strength takes the form of pride in one’s 
enemy and in the success of one’s enemy. This hatred does not seek to negate or reject its objects but accepts rejoices and shares its 
objects power thereby enhancing both its objects power and its own. When the origin of hate is a strong mind, the respective product 
is not evil or wicked. And hence does not condemn enemy but it rejoices in the strength and achievements of the enemy to stimulate 
his own power. When the enemy wins the hate bearer takes it as a positive aspect to enhance his own power his own abilities. It’s 
taken as a sport. In such hatred, there is no cunning thought of annihilation of enemy but a kind of healthy competitive spirit. This 
competitive spirit stimulates one for greater goals.  
 

Zarathusthra claims that hatred can only occur in people with same powers. It’s the agonal hatred inter- pares.  Thus is a sort 
of reciprocal affirmation through affirming the opponent. The potency and propaganda of agonal hate is entirely different from the 
hatred of impotence. In agonal hatred, one is stimulated from the achievements of his opponent. The hatred is between inter pares. A 
sense of honoring is present in this.  

 
It occurs among equal people, there is a competitive spirit is present. The other’s achievements evoke spirit of self- 

empowerment. Whereas in the hatred of impotence jealousy and feeling of revenge occurs.  
 

     The active agonal hatred even turns in to love in its extreme level. In this aspect Nietzsche writes “not that which hinders us 
from being loved but that which hinders us from loving completely is what we hate the most. And even there is jealousy in hatred; we 
want our enemy all to ourselves”. Nietzsche gives due importance to the equality that occurs in agonal hatred. It’s the quality of such 
hatred that it’s always in the manner of honoring the opponent with equal status. Nietzsche explains the proud and independent one 
feels deeply embittered by compassion. “Better hated than pitied”.  Agonal hatred is an act of sharing powers among equals. On the 
other hand, compassion is an act of exercising one’s power over the other. The pitied is always treated as a lower, subjugated, 
submissive being. Nietzsche writes a low esteemed man can never hate since hate is a product of people with higher self- esteem 
hatred is not only limited in equal powers. It occurs when one value the other as higher than oneself; from a position of comparable 
weakness of unalike powers. The hatred of impotence is radically contrast from inter pares hatred in quintessence. 
 

Hatred from impotence is different in its quintessence from agonal hatred. Agonal hatred views world as a stage for self- 
affirmation while hatred from impotence views world basically bad and ugly. The ugliness is due to the powerlessness and impotence. 
This kind of hatred is full of contempt to the powerful. Hate from impotence is an assimilated one. And not instant deal. In the ancient 
Christianity the priest hatred is so. it is intelligent that it manipulates inherent hatred to outer expressions of patience and religious 
love(agape). The deep-rooted hostility comes out in the civilized form of religion and morality.  Nietzsche writes the priestly hatred is 
“far sighted subterranean revenge, slowly Clenching and calculating in advance”. Religious hatred to life is expressed through the 
avenge for worldly life and love for a better life in other world. It originally comes from the basic   hatred of ‘becoming’ and change. 
The unconfident and fearful mind hates change and there by posit being over becoming. It always negates the real world and believes 
in a safe unchanging fixed world. Nietzsche explains “to exist slave morality always first needs a hostile external world, it needs an 
external stimulus in order to act at all- its action is fundamentally reaction”. He writes the internalization of active will to power is 
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often an outer reactive expression “whatever the reason that active force is falsified, deprived of its condition of operations and 
separated from what it can do it’s turned back inside, turned back itself, being interiorized”.  

 
The priest’s deep-seated hate is value transforming hatred, that creates a new discourse of morality in which the moral hatred 

uglifies its opponent. Its contempt the other. The difference between agonal hatred and hate of impotence is that agonal hatred does 
not reduce the opponent’s power in order to assert one’s own power. Siemens says that since it can only occur among equals, rejoices 
in its success, and incorporates them in to its own creative initiatives. As a conclusion it could be said that both master morality and 
slave morality trace back in will to power. Creating tables of values, imposing them on people and judging the world in accordance 
with that is noteworthy expressions of it. The strong, healthy masterly types confidently create their values directly, while the weak 
seek to impose their values on more cunning crooked way by making the strong feel guilt. while the will to power is neither good nor 
bad in itself Nietzsche very clearly prefers to explain how it expresses itself to others. One particular form of will to power that 
Nietzsche devotes much attention is self- overcoming.  Here the will to power is harnessed and directed towards self- mastery, self -
transformation guided by the principle that your real self lies not with in you but high above you. 
 

When hatred becomes a part of life conditioning, among all other varieties of forms of hatred, Nietzsche finds agonal hatred 
much honored. Since it’s a kind of self- empowering hatred there is no evil thoughts of revenge or contempt occur in this. Agonal 
hatred is more over happens between equal powers that is why it is outside the realm of lowering or dis honoring the enemy. But the 
hatred from impotence lasts long, its assimilated and timely calculated one. This sort of hatred harms the bearer and the one who is 
being hated. It is destructive in the sense that it finds the world ugly. The pessimistic nature of such hatred leads to contempt and 
annihilation of the enemy. The weakness of the bearer comes out in the form of morality and life negating tendencies. Hatred from 
impotence leads to detachment from the living world and thus asceticism on the other hand the hatred of strength is life enhancing and 
noble 
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